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Review article
Guanghao Rui and Qiwen Zhan*

Tailoring optical complex fields with nano-metallic
surfaces
Abstract: Recently there is an increasing interest in complex optical fields with spatially inhomogeneous state of
polarizations and optical singularities. Novel effects and
phenomena have been predicted and observed for light
beams with these unconventional states. Nanostructured
metallic thin film offers unique opportunities to generate,
manipulate and detect these novel fields. Strong interactions between nano-metallic surfaces and complex optical fields enable the development of highly compact and
versatile functional devices and systems. In this review,
we first briefly summarize the recent developments in
complex optical fields. Various nano-metallic surface
designs that can produce and manipulate complex optical
fields with tailored characteristics in the optical far field
will be presented. Nano-metallic surfaces are also proven
to be very effective for receiving and detection of complex
optical fields in the near field. Advances made in this nascent field may enable the design of novel photonic devices
and systems for a variety of applications such as quantum
optical information processing and integrated photonic
circuits.
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1 Introduction
As electromagnetic wave governed by the Maxwell’s equations, optical field is characterized by not only the scalar
properties in terms of phase and amplitude, but also
polarization arising from its vector nature. There has long
been a pursuit for methods to comprehensively manipulate the behavior of light, namely the ability to control and
modify the characteristics of light at will. In most cases,
spatial variation of polarization within an optical field has
been completely neglected and the study of wave optics
can be reduced to a scalar wave equation, therefore the
task of engineering of an optical field is reduced to spatially modulate the phase and/or amplitude. For example,
in the field of adaptive optics, the ability to generate an
arbitrary complex scalar optical field is useful and important in order to reconfigure the optical wavefront as
quickly as possible. Owing to their versatility, spatial light
modulators (SLMs) are the most popular choice for phase
modulation of light that have been successfully demonstrated in many applications such as digital lenses, computer generated holograms, tunable filters and generation
of optical fields with different orbital angular momentum
(OAM) states, among many others.
In the last decade, there has been increasing number
of cases in which the capability of creating arbitrary vectorial beam is desirable. Usually these so-called vectorial
optical beams can be regarded as laser modes with additional spatial polarization modulations. The study of such
vectorial optical fields has recently gained tremendous
interests in a variety of applications ranging from superresolution microscopy [1], laser micromachining [2],
optical tweezers [3], to ellipsometry [4] and polarimetry [5].
These applications require the local control and manipulation over all parameters of the optical fields in terms of
phase, amplitude and polarization. Significant amount of
research has been conducted to develop versatile systems
for the generation of the optical fields with exotic properties. Among many different types of devices, liquid crystal
spatial light modulator (LC-SLM) is among the most
popular due to its flexibility and capability. For examples,
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arbitrary vector fields with inhomogeneous polarization
distribution were reported using two transmissive SLMs
[6], transmissive SLMs with Mach-Zehnder interferometry
setup [7] and reflective phase-only LC-SLMs [8]. Another
approach to generate and manipulate vectorial optical
beams that has gained tremendous momentum recently
is to use subwavelength structures, especially subwavelength metallic structures. Owing to the strong polarization dependence imposed by the boundary conditions at
metal-dielectric interfaces, nano-metallic structures have
been exploited to tailor the properties of the locally confined optical field as well as the scattered optical field in
the far field [9]. In addition, for metals that can support
plasmon polaritons, the plasmonic interactions enables
efficient confinement and localization of optical fields,
making them very attractive for applications such as photonic integrated devices and circuits.
More excitingly, theoretical and experimental developments in nanotechnology in the last decade have led to
a bottom-up approach that enables researchers to design
and manufacture artificial material with electronic,
optical, thermal, mechanical and acoustic properties that
may not be available naturally. For examples, photonic
crystals are materials composed of periodic dielectric,
metallo-dielectric or nanostructures that affect the propagation of optical wave in unexpected ways [10]. They
are popular materials of study for applications in lasers,
solar energy, light emitting diodes and more. Metamaterials are a novel class of artificial materials that allow to
affect the properties of light by suitably chosen unit cells,
called the meta-atoms [11]. The properties of this effective
medium in turn are dictated by the chosen meta-atoms
and their arrangement. Metamaterials are at the heart of
many groundbreaking applications, such as a perfect lens
that inhibits the refraction or a cloaking device that can
hide objects from an external observer. However, a large
body of research on photonics crystals and metamaterials has concentrated on three-dimensional (3D) structures
that require complicated fabrication process. Recently the
concept of flat optics in which the optical component is
based on metasurfaces comprised of ultrathin metallic
subwavelength structures was proposed and demonstrated with exotic properties when interacted with light
[12]. This technique based on planar technology tremendously simplifies fabrication therefore is naturally better
suited for large-scale applications.
When light pass through a photonic structure, the
interaction between the photons and the structure strongly
depends on the intrinsic properties of both the light and
the constituting material. With the capability of spatially
engineering both optical field and material properties
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on the subwavelength scale, much richer physics can be
explored for various applications, such as optical inspection [13], super-resolving optical microscopy [1], display
technologies [14], data storage [15], optical communications [16], and so on. In this paper, we review the recent
progress and novel trend in the nascent technical area of
optical complex fields and their interactions with nanostructured metallic thin film. Particularly we will focus on
the nano-metallic structures that enable the generation or
detection of various optical complex fields. In Section 2, we
brief outline the concept of optical complex field, including the scalar vortex and polarization singularity, which
are closely connected to the characteristics of the optical
complex field. In Section 3, the introduction of plasmonic
antenna and metasurface will be presented, including the
key features of these metallic thin film structures such as
polarization dependence, geometric phase effect, etc. In
Section 4, we focus on the nano-metallic surface designs
that enable the efficient generation and manipulation of
optical complex fields in the far field. In Section 5, several
nano-metallic surfaces designs that can be used to receive
and detect various optical complex fields with high efficiency in the near field will be presented. In Section 6, a
brief discussion on the applications of optical complex
field and nano-metallic structure will be given.

2 Optical complex fields
Optical complex fields with unconventional spatial distributions in terms of polarization and phase are rapidly
becoming a current trend due to the possibility of exploring
the fundamental physics with numerous potential applications including information storage, processing and
transportation [15], microscopic and nanoscopic imaging
[17, 18], remote sensing [19, 20], materials micromachining and processing [2], etc. Among these optical complex
fields, scalar vortex beam is one specific case that is characterized by a helical wavefront along with an optical
singularity in the center [21, 22]. The optical vortex is
a position in the beam cross section around which the
optical phase advances or retards by a multiple of 2π.
The phase at the vortex center is undefined, namely the
term phase singularity. When projected onto a flat structure, a scalar vortex beam has a distribution of ring with a
dark hole in the center. Therefore the vortex itself carries
neither linear nor angular momentum (AM) due to the zero
intensity. A scalar vortex beam in general is characterized
by its topological charge l (l is integer), according to the
number of twists that the light does in one wavelength.
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The higher the number of the twist is, the faster the light is
spinning around the axis. As a well-known class of optical
scalar vortex beam, Laguerre-Gauss mode LGpl has azimuthal symmetric intensity pattern and a helical phase
structure described by ejlf, for which each photon carries
OAM of lℏ. Figure 1 shows the helical phase patterns and
corresponding intensity distributions at the beam waist
for Laguerre-Gauss modes with different topological
charges. A dark center is shown in the intensity profiles
with the phase pattern jumping from 0 to l·2π around the
singularity point in the center. Besides, the size of the dark
hole increases with the topological charge. Scalar vortex
beams in various forms have been developed by a number
of groups for different applications ranging from optical
spanners in optical tweezers, and faster data manipulation in quantum computing, to twisted light for telecommunications [21].
Besides the scalar vortex, vectorial optical field
with polarization singularities is another example of the
optical complex field that has been intensively studied.
These type of beams have spatially variant state of polarization (SOPs) depending on the spatial location in the
beam cross section. This is distinctively different with
the optical beams dealt by most past research that have
spatially homogeneous SOPs, such as linearly, circularly
and elliptically polarized beams. With carefully arranged

spatial SOP distributions, optical systems with extended
functionalities and capabilities can be envisioned. Cylindrical vector (CV) beam is the most well-known example
with the cylindrical symmetry in polarization and polarization singularity in the center of the beam cross section
[23]. Radial and azimuthal polarizations are the two specific examples of CV beam which have the electric field
aligned along radial and azimuthal directions, respectively. Due to the orthogonality, these two modes form
complete set of bases for CV beam. Consequently, any
generalized CV beam can be represented by the combination of radial and azimuthal modes with different weights
(Figure 2). In the past decade, the axisymmetric polarization distribution and unique focusing properties of CV
beams under high numerical aperture (NA) condition
were exploited by researchers with potential applications
in imaging, machining, particle trapping, data storage,
and sensing [23], etc.

3 P
 lasmonic antennas and
metasurfaces
Nowadays, controlling and guiding light has been one
of the most influential scientific achievements. It affects

Figure 1 Intensity distributions (A, C, E) and corresponding helical phase patterns (B, D, F) at the focal plane for LG01, LG02 and LG03 modes
of vortex beams. The LGlp modes are associated with phase patterns described as eilf, with φ being the azimuthal angle and l being the
azimuthal index.
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Figure 2 CV beams: (A) radially polarized beam r × e - r
a linear superposition of (A) and (B).
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daily life in many ways, such as the development of telescope, microscopes, spectrometers, and optical fibers,
etc. These examples utilize the wave nature of light and
are based on the modification of the wavefront of light by
optical elements such as mirrors, lens, and prisms. Due to
the inevitable diffraction effect arising from the dielectric
optics, optical fields cannot be localized within dimensions much smaller than the optical wavelength, which
limits the resolution to which an object can be imaged, as
well as the size of the transverse cross section of efficient
guiding structures to the wavelength dimension.
When light interacts with a metallic nanostructure,
the free electrons inside the metal can be driven by the
incident photons in collective oscillations known as
surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [24]. During the last
decade, SPPs has attracted lots of research interests due to
its intriguing properties such as high local field enhancement and short effective wavelength. SPPs can be focused
into a tightly confined spot with the size beyond the diffraction limit with a highly focused laser beam excitation,
or a plasmonic antenna. Plasmonic antennas, also known
as optical antennas, are nanometer-sized metallic structures that scale down the concept of conventional radio
frequency antennas and resonate at optical frequencies
[25]. Plasmonic antennas allow one to mediate radiation
from an external source to a nanoscopic region or assist
a nanometric light source to emit efficiently into the far
field, depending on whether it is operated as a receiver or
emitter. The research in the field of plasmonic antenna is
currently driven by the need for high field enhancement,
strong field localization, and large absorption cross sections, which finds the applications in high-resolution
microscopy, spectroscopy, photovoltaic, light emission,
and coherence control.
Since metals can no longer be considered as perfect
conductors in the visible spectrum regime, the plasmonic
character of optical antennas needs to be fully respected.
The properties of the plasmonic antennas may be strongly

shape and material dependent owing to surface plasmon
resonances (SPRs). For a subwavelength metallic geometry, usually more than one type of SPR exists corresponding to different wavelengths and polarizations of the
excitation. Consequently, similar to their radiofrequency
counterparts, plasmonic antennas are intrinsically polarization sensitive elements. For example, slot antenna was
explored to be served as localized polarizer because only
the electric field oscillating along the direction perpendicular to the aperture would excite localized waveguide
mode in the rectangular aperture, leading to an enhanced
transmission also known as extraordinary optical transmission effect [26].
In an anisotropic and inhomogeneous medium, otherwise independent spin angular momentum (SAM) and
OAM can be made to interact, changing both the polarization and phase of the optical field [27]. This change
depends on the polarization of the incident light and the
topology of the medium, the relationship of which can
be described by the concept of geometric phase (or Pancharatnam–Berry phase) [28]. Recently, this phenomenon
has enabled geometric phase devices that control the
wavefront of the output beam according to the polarization of the illumination. It can be created by coupled isotropic scatters [29], or using anisotropic subwavelength
scatters with spatially varying orientations [30, 31]. Bull’s
eye plasmonic antenna is another type of structure that
enables the spin-orbit interaction. Considering a bull’s
eye structure that consists of a single annular slot, it can
be regarded as a series of subwavelength slot antennas
with identical geometric parameters but spatially oriented with radial symmetry. When the bull’s eye structure
is normally illuminated by a circularly polarized light, the
transmitted field of every single slot aperture with orientation angle of α is linearly polarized along α-direction and
carries an additional geometric phase of α. Therefore the
entire structure with α ranging from 0 to 2π will imprint
a spiral phase distribution to the transmitted wavefront,
- 10.1515/nanoph-2014-0018
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creating a vortex beam with topological charge |l| = 1
[32]. Consequently, the geometric phase results from the
spin-orbit angular momentum coupling due to the spacevariant polarization state and directional manipulations
and is therefore geometric in nature.
In dielectric optics using bulk materials, tailoring of
optical field in terms of phase, amplitude and polarization is achieved by sculpting the optical wavefront as the
optical wave propagating through the dielectric optical
element. The changes of properties of the optical fields
are accumulated through the propagating along specific
optical path that can be controlled by engineering the
dielectric of the optical element. However, due to the reliance on the propagating effect, the entire system is hard
to be integrated because increasing number of elements
is required and leading to cumbersome light modulation
process. Recently, a novel concept of “metasurface” was
proposed to comprehensively engineer the optical field
with only one flat surface [9, 12, 33]. Usually metasurface is made of arrays of plasmonic antennas with subwavelength separation. Different from dielectric optics,
the essence of metasurface is to form a spatially varying
optical response by using plasmonic antennas with spatially varying geometries, and the shaping of wavefront
is realized by introducing an abrupt phase changes over
the scale of the wavelength. The dispersion and anisotropic properties of plasmonic antennas give rise to the
feasibility of tailoring amplitude, phase, as well as polarization response of the scattering field. For example, the
SPR of a nanorod antenna SPR occurs when the length of
the nanorod equals to one half of the SPPs wavelength.
Under monochromatic excitation, the current excited in

A

Γ

the nanorod would lag or lead the driving field by adjusting the length of the nanorod, depending on the length
is longer or shorter than its resonant length, giving rise
to a scattering field with controllable phase modulation.
Using this concept, a metasurface capable of introducing
a constant gradient of phase jump along the interface was
designed. Figure 3A shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated metasurface in which
the unit cell of the metasurface comprises eight V-shaped
antennas with different geometrical parameters and orientations. The advantage of V-shaped antenna over the
rod structure is the large tuning range of the phase which
could cover the entire 2π range owing to multiple independent resonances [9]. Each single scatter in one unit
cell is designed to obtain equal amplitude and constant
phase difference of the cross-polarized scattering field.
The entire metasurface with these symmetry-breaking
plasmonic antennas imprint a linear distribution of the
phase shift (from 0 to 2π) to the wavefront, giving rise to
anomalous reflection and refraction phenomena (shown
in Figure 3B). Furthermore, the concept of optical phase
discontinuities provides possible pathway for building
aberration-free planar lenses and axicons. Flat lenses
both at telecom and visible wavelength have been experimentally demonstrated using V-shaped antennas [34, 35].
Along with different shapes of the antenna elements, the
NA of the lens can be arranged in concentric rings that the
abrupt phase shifts cause the wave propagating through
the interface to experience a fully constructive interference at the focus.
Compared with the bulk metamaterials, nano-metallic
surfaces exhibit unique advantages in controlling light

B
y-polarized incidence from
collimated quantum
cascadde laser (λo=8 µm)
Ordinary
reflection

Anomalous
reflection
θi
θr,||

Gradient of
phase shift
dΦ
Silicon x
<0
dx

θr,⊥
θt,⊥
Anomalous
refraction

θt,||
Ordinary
refraction

Figure 3 (A) SEM image of a plasmonic antenna array fabricated on a silicon wafer. The unit cell of the metasurface comprises eight
gold V-shaped antenna with a periodicity Γ = 11 μm in the x direction. (B) A gradient of interfacial phase jump dφ/dx provides an effective
wavevector along the interface that can bend cross-polarized transmitted and reflected light into arbitrary directions. Adapted from Ref. [9].
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propagation with extraordinary abilities. The ultrathin
nano-metallic surfaces can be easily integrated with
other on-chip optical devices, which is highly desirable
for miniaturized photonic system. Both the loss and cost
arising from Ohmic loss of metal and fabrication can also
be reduced owing to the reduced size and volume. Finally,
the development of nano-metallic surfaces benefit from
diverse plasmonic antenna designs, allowing one to adopt
a wide variety of antenna designs from the existing microwave and radio frequency antenna theory to meet specific
requirements. Combining the added degrees of freedom
offered by the optical complex field and the flexibility of
nano-metallic surfaces, new types of devices that allow
efficient engineering/interaction with optical complex
fields can be envisioned.

4 G
 eneration and manipulation of
optical complex fields with nanometallic surfaces in the far field
4.1 Generation of radial polarization
Radially polarized beam is one of the mostly intensively
studied vectorial optical field. It has been shown that
radially polarized beam is the optimal SPP excitation
source for plasmonic structure with axial symmetry [36,
37]. The tiny focal spot (beyond the diffraction limit) produced by such a combination of radial polarization symmetry and the axial symmetry of the plasmonic structure
make it attractive for a variety of applications [23]. The
availability of a compact and highly efficient radially

A

7

polarized source is desirable for the further development
of these applications to be practical. Various active or
passive methods are proposed to generate the radially
polarized beam, such as inserting specially designed elements into a laser resonator, or using few-mode fiber [23].
However, most setups are bulky and require precise alignment. A compact and flexible all-fiber design for radially
polarized beam generation is reported by fabricating subwavelength concentric metallic grating on the facet of an
optical fiber [38]. Figure 4 shows the SEM images of the
fiber based concentric grating and a zoom-in of the metallic annular structure. When an azimuthal polarized beam
is focused onto the bull’s eye structure, the entire beam is
TE polarized with respect to the axially symmetric metallic grating and therefore experiences a high reflection. In
contrary, a radially polarized beam is entirely TM polarized with respect to the metallic grating and can pass
through the device with higher transmittance than the
azimuthal polarization. If a circularly polarized beam is
focused into a fiber with concentric ring integrated on the
core region, the output beam from the end of the fiber is
radially polarized because the circular polarization can
be decomposed into a linear superposition of uniformly
distributed radial and azimuthal polarization components. Figure 5A shows the total intensity distribution
of the output laser beam captured by a CCD camera. The
dark spot in the center reveal the polarization singularity obtained by the CV beam and the polarization of the
output beam is analyzed by a linear polarizer oriented
at different angles (shown in Figure 5B). Note that the
beam can be conveniently converted into an azimuthally
polarized beam with two cascaded half-wave plates. This
approach eliminates the needs of conventional conical
devices or birefringent crystals in fiber laser cavity,

B

50 µ

5µ

Figure 4 SEM image of (A) 20 periods of concentric metallic rings fabricated onto fiber end and (B) zoom-in of the metallic grating. Adapted
from Ref. [30].
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A

B

Figure 5 (A) CV beam generated at the fiber end with circularly polarized illumination. (B) CV beam passes through a linear analyzer oriented at different angles indicated by the arrows. Adapted from Ref. Adapted from Ref. [30].

subwavelength apertures arrays, which is oriented to
locally select a particular polarization state. The complex
hologram is designed to create a radially polarized beam
from an incident circularly polarized Gaussian beam. The
wire-grid polarizer is used to filter out the azimuthal polarization and the functionality of the binary fork hologram
is to impose a conjugate spiral phase so as to compensate
the geometric phase arising from the projection of circular polarization to the cylindrical coordinates. Figure 6C
shows the far-field intensity with the excitation wavelength

providing a compact and convenient way for CV beam
generation with fiber laser.
In free space, a convenient way to generate pure
radial polarization is to let a circularly polarized light
passing through a radial polarizer followed by a spiral
phase plate [23]. Recently, the roles of these two elements
were replaced by a novel nanostructured hologram that
capable of manipulating both amplitude and phase information of light over a broad spectrum [39]. As shown in
Figure 6A, the large opening of the hologram is filled with
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Figure 6 (A) SEM image of the fabricated hologram. (B) Experimental setup. (C) Measured far-field intensity distributions at two wavelengths, with and without the linear polarizer. The transmission axis of the polarizer is indicated by the arrows. Simulated far-field (D)
intensity and (E) phase profiles plotted in polar coordinates. Adapted from Ref. [31].
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of 633 nm and 850 nm captured by a CCD camera located at
the m = +1 diffraction order of the hologram (Figure 6B). The
purity of the generated radial polarization is checked by
inserting an analyzer before the CCD camera with different
orientation angles. At both wavelengths, the output beams
exhibit similar quality and characteristics. It is worthy of
noting that the OAM imposed by the hologram changes
with the diffraction order. For diffraction order of m, the
phase modulation can be expressed as ejmθ. Figure 6D, E
show the simulated far-field intensity and phase profiles
including three diffraction orders (m= 0, ± 1). It can be seen
that only the beam at the m = +1 order has flat phase front
distribution, giving rise to a pure radial polarization. A
twin image with conjugate phase modulation shows up in
the m = -1 order. The beam propagating along this direction
carries a phase factor of e2jθ due to the additional angular
momentum acquired in scattering off the holographic
grating. At the 0th diffraction order, the beam is solid and
still radially polarized, however presents a nonvanishing
topological charge of 1. The transmission efficiency of this
metallic hologram depends on the desired polarization
state of the transmitted light. In this case, the conversion
efficiency of the radially polarized beam is calculated to
be about 3.95%. The ability to appropriately shape amplitude, phase, and polarization of light over a broadband
with a single ultrathin hologram allows the generation of
high-order Bessel and Airy beam generation and this technology may find widespread applications in the fields of
photonics.

4.2 B
 eaming photons with spin and orbital
angular momentum
Recent rapid advances in plasmonic antenna offer tremendous opportunities to implement comprehensive control
of the emission characteristics from nanoscale quantum
emitters, which would be extremely attractive for many
applications ranging from single molecular sensing to spin

9

optics and quantum information processing. In radiofrequency antenna engineering, it is well known that right
hand or left hand circular polarization (RHC and LHC) can
be transmitted with spiral antenna with different handedness [40]. It has been demonstrated that it is feasible to
construct a nanoscale circularly polarized photon source
with unidirectional emission through coupling an electric
dipole emitter to a spiral plasmonic antenna [41, 42]. The
polarization of the emitted photon arises from the structural handedness of the spiral antenna that converts the
electric dipole emission into far field. Highly directional
far-field emission pattern can be realized through the
use of the spiral antenna to improve its directivity. Let us
consider right hand single Archimedes’ spiral (RHS) with
the coordinates for calculation shown in Figure 7. In the
cylindrical coordinates, the RHS can be described as:
r = r0 +

m λSPP
2π

θ, (1)

where r0 is a constant and λSPP is the SPPs wavelength on
the metal/air interface, θ is the azimuthal angle and m can
take arbitrary integer value. An electric dipole is located
in the geometrical center with the oscillating direction
normal to the spiral surface. The evanescent field emitted
from the electric dipole would excite SPPs propagating
along the spiral surface towards the spiral slot. The spiral
edge can be thought of as an array of secondary SPPs point
sources spatially ranged into a spiral pattern that reradiate
into the free space on the other side of the dipole source. To
understand the characteristic of this coupled emission, an
analytical model has been built and it can be shown that
with spiral pitch Λ = λSPP (m = 1), the optical far field can be
described in the cylindrical coordinates as [43]:
  ρ2  
exp ik0  z +  

  2 z  
Ex ( z , ρ, φ ) = ex πr0
i λ0 z
× E0 ∆re

i

2 πr0
λSPP

  2 πr ρ i 2 φ
 2 πr0 ρ 
0
e + J0  - J 2  
 , 
 λ0 z  
  λ0 z 

Figure 7 Illustration of a right hand spiral structure and the coordinates setup for the far field calculation. The inset illustrates the spiral
structure viewed from the left and the coordinates used in the analytical calculation. Adapted from Ref. [35].
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E y ( z , ρ, φ ) = -eyi πr0

 
ρ2  
exp ik0  z +  
  2 z  

× E0 ∆re

i

2 πr0
λSPP

i λ0 z

  2 πr0 ρ i 2 φ  2 πr0 ρ 
- J 2   e -J0  - λ z   . (3)

 
0
  λ0 z 

It can be seen that both x and y components have two
terms and the total field is a superposition of two different
modes proportional to the 0th and 2nd order Bessel functions. Due to the different transverse profiles of Bessel
functions with lower and higher orders, the main lobe of
the far-field distribution is given by the 0th order Bessel
function and mostly attributed to the mode obtained
RHC polarization. Figure 8 shows the experimental setup
to validate the beaming effect of the spiral plasmonic
antenna. Diluted quantum dots solution is adopted as
the emitters dripped on the spiral surface. Note that it is
critical to provide the correct feed to the spiral antenna.
If the electric dipole oscillates in the plane parallel to the
spiral surface, the far-field emission will spilt into two
parts in the center and the emission polarization will be
linear. Such a specific feed can be realized optically with
the use of radially polarized excitation source due to its
strong longitudinal component after highly focusing. The
fluorescence emission on the other side of the sample is
collected by an inverted high numerical aperture objective. Clearly, the directivity of the emission can be highly
improved by the spiral antenna, which is manifested by
the bright spot centered on the optical axis (Figure 9A–F).

The line-scans through the center of the emission patterns along x- and y-axes are shown in Figure 9G, H. It can
be seen that higher fluorescence intensity and narrower
angular width of the emission patterns can be obtained
for spiral antenna with more turns. Besides, the emission in the far field is highly centered along the normal
direction. For a spiral antenna with five turns, the emission pattern is highly directional, with FWHM of 10° and
11° along the x and y axes, respectively. The fluorescence
peak intensity is increased up to 70-fold and the directivity is calculated to be 11.4 dB. The polarization property
of the radiated emission is analyzed by a circular polarization analyzer composed of cascaded quarter-wave plate
and linear polarizer. As shown in Figure 10, the field distribution after the LHC polarizer was totally disrupted while
a central peak could also be observed when the emitted
beam passes through a RHC analyzer, which is a manifestation of RHC polarization for the fluorescence emission.
Circular polarization excitation ratio, which is defined as
the ratio between the fluorescence intensities after LHC
and RHC analyzer, respectively, is peaked near 10 in the
center of the emission pattern. By changing the chirality
of the spiral antenna, the handedness of the spin carried
by the emitted photons will be reverted accordingly.
Besides beaming photons with specific polarization
states at prescribed direction, the dipole-coupled spiral
antenna has also been demonstrated for its capacity of
dynamically steering the emission direction of photons
by introducing a displacement of the feed point to the
antenna [44]. Once the emitter is displaced from the

Figure 8 Experimental configuration. Inset shows the radially polarized beam generated at the end of the fiber, and the pictures of the
beam after it passes through a linear polarizer orientated at different angles shown by the white arrows. Adapted from Ref. [34].
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Figure 9 Fluorescence intensity distributions in the back focal plane of a 0.8 NA objective lens for (A) cover slip, and (B)–(F) right handedness spiral structure with an increasing number of turns from 1 to 5. SEM images of the spiral antennas are shown in the insets. Line-scans
through the center of the emission pattern in the (G) x-z plane and (H) y-z plane. Adapted from Ref. [34].

geometrical center of the spiral antenna, the optical path
difference from the edges of the device is no longer zero,
leading to a tilt of the overall wavefront and the emission
peak will shift from the normal direction accordingly. This
beam steering mechanism can be explained by the interference of the transmitted waves from the spiral antenna.
The optical path difference (OPD) Δl from the diametrically opposing sides of the antenna is calculated to be
Δl = 2Δr × λ0/λSPP, where Δr is the displacement of the dipole
from the geometrical center of the antenna, λSPP and λ0 are
the wavelengths of the SPPs on the antenna surface and
optical emission in the free space, respectively. When the
dipole is displaced from the center, an overall wavefront

tilt is developed due to the non-zero OPD, leading to a shift
of the far-field radiation peak from the normal direction
with a steering angle θ:
θ = sin-1 ( ∆l / D ), (4)
where D is the aperture size of the antenna. This simple
equation enables us to estimate the steering angle of the
far field emission, which increases linearly with larger
displacement. The predicted beam steering phenomenon
has been confirmed in the experiment. To realize the displacement of the feed point, the spiral sample is placed
on a motorized translation stage. By moving the sample to
specific location while keeping the excitation beam fixed,
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Figure 10 Methods for measuring the circular polarization extinction ratio of the fluorescence emission. The radiation emissions filtered by
(A) a RHC polarizer and (B) LHC polarizer. (C) Line-scan of the circular polarization extinction ratio. Adapted from Ref. [34].

quantum dots in different areas within the spiral antenna
are excited. When the excitation spot is away from the geometrical center of the spiral, the emission peak would shift
from the normal direction accordingly. For the displacement of 200 nm and 500 nm, the steering angles are measured to be 3° and 7°, respectively (shown in Figure 11). In
addition, the deflected far-field emission remains nearly
the same angular width and polarization. Circular polarization extinction ratio of 8 and 7 are achieved for the displacements of 200 nm and 500 nm. Through continuous
moving the translation stage in a prescribed way, dynamic
steering of the photon emission has been realized as well.
More interestingly, if the pitch of the spiral is chosen
to be other integer number multiplied with the SPPs wavelength, the photons emitted from the coupled structure
will not only carry SAM but also OAM [43]. For Λ = m·λSPP
(m > 1), the optical far-field electric distribution can be
found as [43]:
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(6)
Similar to Eqs. (2) and (3), both the x and y components have two terms and the total electric field is a superposition of two different modes described by the (m-1)th
and (m+1)th order Bessel functions. The exception is for
the case of m = 0 when the structure is reduced to a ring.
For a spiral structure with m > 0, it is interesting to notice
that both of the two modes possess SAM and OAM simultaneously, but with reversed spin and different topological
charges. The main lobe of the emission is mostly attributed to the mode obtained RHC polarization and OAM of
m-1. The SAM and OAM carried by the emitted light are
determined by the chirality and pitch of the spiral, respectively. This spin and pitch dependent focusing phenomena
can be explained from the conservation of AM in a closed
physical system. In this plasmonic system, the charity of
the spiral structure is converted into SAM of the emitted
photons, while the extra topological charge would be converted into OAM.
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Figure 11 Fluorescence intensity distributions for different displacements of the feed point. For zero displacement: (A) intensity
distribution, (B) line-scan in the x-z plane. For a displacement of
200 nm and 500 nm along the x axis: (C, E) intensity distribution, (D,
F) line-scans in the x-z plane. Adapted from Ref. [36].

The AM selection rule existing in the spiral antenna
system has been demonstrated by 3D finite element
method model (COMSOL Multiphysics). Figure 12 shows
the simulated far-field emission patterns for spiral
antenna with different pitches. Besides the intensity distributions, the polarization maps of selected points superimposed on a zoom-in intensity distribution and zoom-in
phase map are also shown. Good agreements have been
obtained between the numerical simulation and analytical prediction in terms of the AM conversion for the main
lobe. Consequently, as far as the main lobe is concerned,
spiral plasmonic antenna with specifically designed pitch
can be used to generate photons with both SAM and OAM
states.

4.3 G
 eneration of OAM-carrying vector
beam with metasurface
At this point, we have introduced the nano-metallic
surface being designed to generate and manipulate
vector beam with polarization and phase singularities

13

separately. Recently a compact metasurface design was
proposed to generate OAM carrying vectorial beam [45],
which combines both twisted and vector features of the
two typical categories of the vortex beam. As shown in
Figure 13, the metasurface is consisted of slot antennas
spatially arranged along a circle with gradually varied orientations, which enable to control both spatial phase and
polarization simultaneously in the local spatial domain.
Due to the strong polarization dependence of the slot
antenna, each element can be regarded as a localized
linear polarizer with the transmission axis perpendicular to the aperture direction. With such a spatially variant
polarizer, a normally incident circularly polarized light
can be converted into a vector beam with an order of l,
where l denotes the number of rotation period of the slot
antenna in one circle. In addition, this vector beam carry
OAM with topological charge of m = lσ attributed to the
geometric phase, where σ denotes the SAM of the illumination. Figure 14 shows spatial distributions of phase and
polarization of the output beams from six different configurations with l varies from +3 to -3 under excitation of LHC
polarized light. The top row of the Figure 14 shows the
spatial phase distribution of the field component perpendicular to the aperture direction. Cleary the OAM carried
by the output beam varies from +3 to -3. The bottom row
shows the spatial polarization distribution, indicating the
generation of vector beams with polarization order varies
from +3 to -3. Consequently, it is feasible to generate different OAM-carrying vector beam with different OAM and
polarization order through controlling the rotation rate of
the slot antenna. In addition, the broadband property of
the proposed metasurfaces has also been explored. The
extinction ratio, defined as the ratio between the intensity
of perpendicular and parallel components of the output
beam with respect to the aperture direction, is used to
characterize the quality of the generated OAM-carrying
vector beam for different wavelength. Simulation results
show that extinction ratio larger than 20 dB could be
achieved over a bandwidth of 1500 nm (1000 nm–2500
nm). This device can be used to generate two types of
OAM-carrying vector beam with opposite OAM charge
sign by simply changing the handedness of the input
beam, and its capability of working in broadband makes it
attractive for many practical applications.
The present limit of the transmission type of nanometallic surfaces is the low efficiency in light manipulation and phase shaping (up to approximately 10%), which
is related to the optical loss in metals and small amount
of the transmitted light. Reflection type metasurface is
proposed to solve these two issues by adding a metallic
ground plane on the back of the substrate that consists of
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Figure 12 Numerical simulation results for 4-turn spiral structure with different geometric topological charge m. Top panel: intensity distribution, middle panel: polarization map superimposed on zoom-in intensity distribution, bottom panel: phase distribution of Ex for the main
lobe. Adapted from Ref. [35].

a metal-insulator-metal configuration. The reflection type
metasurfaces have been demonstrated to work in near IR
with broadband functionality and high efficiency (80% in

A

Circular
polarization

B

Spatial
polarization

Planar phase
wavefront
Metamaterials

Helical phase
wavefront

Figure 13 (A) Schematic structure of metasurface for generating
OAM-carrying vector beams. (B) Illustration of generation OAMcarrying vector beam. Adapted from Ref. [37].

theory) [46]. Recently, an alternative approach to reflection plasmonic metasurfaces has also been presented by
replacing metallic plasmonic antennas with their dielectric counterparts, leading to increased efficiency (more
than 98%) due to the reduced Ohmic loss [47]. Besides,
the dielectric metasurface could also be operated at the
transmission mode, a desirable feature for the realization
of ultrathin optical elements [48], which have been successfully demonstrated to generate CV beam [49] and CV
vortex beam [50]. The dielectric metasurface addresses an
increasing need for low-cost and compact optical element
without the ohmic loss.

5 R
 eceiving optical complex fields
with nano-metallic structures in
the near field
The previous section concentrates on the nano-metallic
surfaces based on optical scatters that scatter the SPPs
excited by the free-space light or nanoscale emitters to
the desired optical complex field in the far field. On the
other hand, nano-metallic surfaces are also capable of
receiving the optical complex field with high efficiency
and distinguishing the optical complex field in terms of
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Figure 14 Spatial distributions of phase and polarization of generated OAM-carrying vector beams. Adapted from Ref. [37].

polarization, SAM and OAM in efficient and convenient
way. In this case, instead of scattering the incident light
into far field, the nano-metallic surfaces would convert
the optical complex field into localized SPPs in the near
field for further detection and analysis.

5.1 P
 lasmonic focusing of radially polarized
beam with bull’s eye plasmonic antenna
Within the context of antenna theory, the receiving
antenna should match to the polarization mode pattern
from the emitting antenna to maximize the received
signal [40]. This is also true for plasmonic antennas for
the purpose of localizing the incoming free space optical
radiation into optimized plasmonic focal spots. In order
to optimize the received signal, the illumination polarization pattern needs to match the corresponding polarization mode pattern that would radiate from the same
plasmonic structure as if it were used as a transmitter. For
example, the polarization of the emission from the bull’s
eye antenna is radially polarized, which means the receiving efficiency of the bull’s eye antenna will be maximized
with respect to the radially polarized illumination. This

A

Acc.V Spot Magn Det WD
. V .
S
.

optimal match could also be explained by the excitation
requirement of the SPPs. When a radially polarized beam
illuminates the circular slot, the entire beam is TM polarized with respect to the annular edge of the slit, providing
an efficient way to generate highly focused SPPs through
constructive interference and creating an enhanced
local field compared with linear polarized illumination.
Experiment has been conducted to confirm the focusing
properties of bull’s eye plasmonic antenna under radial
polarization excitation [36]. The bull’s eye structure is
made of multiple concentric circular slot etched into a
silver film by focused ion beam milling (FIB) and the SEM
images of the samples are shown in Figure 15. The function of the multiple concentric circular slots is to enlarge
the collecting area of incident photons so as to boost the
SPPs generation efficiency. To obtain an enhanced local
field at the center of the bull’s eye structure, the period of
the concentric rings need to match the SPPs wavelength
such that the SPP excited at different slits are in phase and
constructively interfere with each other at the geometrical
center, producing stronger field enhancement than the
single ring plasmonic antenna.
The SPPs intensity distribution near the silver/air interface was directly mapped by a collection mode near-field

B

µ

µ

Figure 15 (A) SEM image of the bull’s eye plasmonic antenna with 5-ring and 9-ring. (B) Zoom-in of the 9-ring plasmonic antenna. Adapted
from Ref. [28].
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Figure 16 Measured near-field energy density distribution at the silver/air interface for (A) single ring (B) 5-ring and (C) 9-ring plasmonic
antenna. (D) Measured normalized transverse profiles of energy density distribution through the center of bull’s eye plasmonic antenna
with single ring, 5-ring and 9-ring. Adapted from Ref. [28].

scanning optical microscope (NSOM). Figure 16A–C show
the measured near-field energy density distribution for
bull’s eye plasmonic lens with different number of ring.
Since a NSOM probe with tiny aperture was used in the
experiment, the NSOM detected signal is proportional to
| ∇ ⊥ E z | 2 [51], leading to a donut shape distribution with a
very small dark center. By comparing the focusing intensity
it can be seen that the focal field can be strengthened by
adding more concentric rings satisfying the Bragg condition
for the SPPs wavelength. However, note that the intensity of
the focal field cannot keep increasing by adding more rings
due to the propagation loss of the SPPs. A comparison of
the transverse profiles of the measured plasmonic focal
field for single ring, 5-ring and 7-ring is shown in Figure 16D.
The main lobes of the three curves almost overlap with each
other, indicating that the focal spot remains the same size
as more rings are added to the bull’s eye structure.

5.2 S
 pin dependence of spiral plasmonic
antenna and metasurface
In RF antenna design, it is well known that the radiated
mode is circularly polarized for an Archimedes’ spiral slot
antenna fabricated in a perfect conducting surface [40].

The handedness of the circular polarization depends on
the handedness of the spiral. Thus, a spiral plasmonic
antenna as a receiver will exhibit spin dependence on the
illumination. Considering a left hand single turn spiral
(LHS) etched into a thin metal film deposited on a glass
substrate, the spiral with coordinates for calculation is
shown in Figure 17A. A plane wave with circular polarization illuminates the structure normally from the glass
substrate side. If the pitch of the spiral is chosen to be
equal to the SPPs wavelength, simple analytical expressions can be derived to predict that the plasmonic field
near the vicinity of the center of the plasmonic antenna.
For RHC illumination, the plasmonic field in the vicinity
of the center of the spiral can be given by [52]:


- k z ik r
ESPP ,RHC (R, θ ) = ez 2 πE0 z r0 e z e r 0 J0 (kr R), (7)
and the plasmonic field under LHC illumination will be
[52]:


- k z ik r
ESPP ,LHC (R, θ ) = ez 2 πE0 z r0 e z e r 0 e 2 iθ J 2 (kr R). (8)
Clearly the field distributions for RHC and LHC are spatially separated near the origin. For the LHS antenna, RHC
illumination produces a solid spot in the center while LHC
illumination creates a donut shape distribution. Similarly,
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Figure 17 (A) Diagram of a LHS and the coordinates used in the calculation. Simulation results of the intensity distributions on (B) LHS and
(C) RHS under RHC polarization illumination. Adapted from Ref. [41].

for a RHS antenna, RHC will produce a donut and LHC
will create a solid spot. The analytical predications are
validated by numerical simulations using finite element
method. Figure 17B, C show the different plasmonic field
distributions for LHS and RHS illuminated by RHC. The
spin-dependent focusing of spiral plasmonic antenna has
been experimentally confirmed by both near-field scanning optical microscopy [53] and two-photon fluorescence
microscopy [54]. If a detector with a small enough diameter is placed at the origin, the detected signal should
differentiate RHC and LHC polarizations, enabling a circular polarization analyzer design. Extinction ratio on the
order of 100 has been predicted by the analytical model
and experimentally confirmed. Such an extinction ratio
level achieved by this fairly simple spiral antenna makes
it attractive for applications in full Stokes’ parameter polarimetric imaging.
The coupling efficiency of the plasmonic spiral
antenna can be improved by a two-layer spiral design [55].
As shown in Figure 18A, in this design, the bottom layer
has a wider spiral slot to capture the incident photonic
energy as much as possible, while a second layer of spiral
with narrower slot efficiently couples the plasmonic wave
towards the center and maintains high extinction ratio.
Instead of a subwavelength detector, a needle like plasmonic waveguide can be designed to effectively couple
and channel the plasmonic wave adiabatically towards the
needle apex through careful impedance matching design
of a dielectric spacer. This kind of integrated structure can
efficiently localize the incoming free space photonic energy
into extremely subwavelength scale, a typical function
of an antenna (simulation result is shown in Figure 18B).
Compared to the bull’s eye plasmonic lens and other type
of rotationally symmetric plasmonic antenna structures
with radially polarized excitation, the use of spiral antenna
eliminates the needs of center alignment and makes parallel operation possible. The application of such structure
in parallel optical near-field lithography and imaging has
been proposed (Figure 18C, D).

The polarization states of the optical signal that can
be coupled to a plasmonic lens are often limited by the
selectivity of the coupling process. Only the component of
the light that is polarized perpendicularly to the scattering
elements can be coupled into SPPs, leading to a decrease
in the SPPs signal and a loss of information about the incident polarization state. In the spiral slot antenna designs
described above, the theoretical maximum efficiency is
limited to about 50%. This can be understood through a
linear decomposition of circular polarization state into
radially and azimuthally polarized components. For the
spiral slot antenna designs, only the radially polarized
component can be coupled into SPPs, hence limiting the
maximally attainable efficiency. In order to overcome this
limit and improve the coupling efficiency, a hybrid spiral

Figure 18 (A) Diagram of the proposed near-field plasmonic probe
consisted of two spiral plasmonic antennas and a composite conical
tip at the center. (B) Simulated intensity distribution on the probe
with LHS plasmonic antenna under RHC polarized illumination. (C)
Schematic drawing of an array of the near-field probe. The array
consists of spirals with alternative handedness. (D) Simulated
intensity distribution at 10 nm above the tip apex for RHC polarized
illumination. Adapted from Ref. [44].
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plasmonic antenna has been investigated. Utilizing the
geometric phase effect, it has been demonstrated that
isosceles triangular subwavelength apertures spatially
arranged into a circle can be used to produce plasmonic
focal field under azimuthally polarized illumination.
Combining a spiral slot with spiral triangular subwavelength aperture antennas, a hybrid spiral antenna has
been shown to improve the coupling efficiency to 94%
[56, 57].
Besides focusing light with different SAM into spatial
separated spots, it is useful to be able to route photons
into specific directions according to the spin. A directional
plasmonic coupler based on metasurface was proposed
which enables polarization-controlled tunable directional
coupling with polarization-invariant total conversion
efficiency [58]. Figure 19A shows the SEM image of the
metasurface comprised of multiple columns of apertures
positioned in parallel. A narrow aperture in a metal film
selectively scatter incident light that is polarized perpendicular to it, therefore the SPPs emission pattern of such
a subwavelength aperture is approximately that of an
in-plane dipole. If many such dipoles are arranges into a
column with a spacing that is smaller than the SPPs wavelength, the launched SPPs are plane waves that propagate
perpendicularly away toward either side of the column.

A

3 µm

By putting multiple columns of the aperture array on
the metal surface, the SPPs waves created by individual
columns would interfere with each other, resulting in a
complex polarization response. By changing the polarization state of the incident photons, the fraction of the total
converted power that is propagating in the SPPs waves
launched either toward the left or right side of the column
pair can be adjusted. It has been confirmed in experiment
that unidirectional coupling occurs when the incident
light is circularly polarized, with the coupling direction
determined by the spin of the photons. Figure 19B–D show
the NSOM mapped near-field intensity distribution of the
device back-illuminated by different polarizations. For
incident photons with circular polarization, the propagating direction of the SPPs waves are opposite for different
handedness of the circular polarization. In contrast, the
launched SPPs have equal intensity toward either side of
the coupler when the incident light is linearly polarized.
Consequently, this structure is analogous to a polarizing
beam splitter with two SPPs output channels. The polarization state of the incident light is then fully encoded in
the amplitude and relative phase of the SPPs. In addition, this plasmonic coupler can be bent into a circle to
achieve spin-dependent focus. Depending on the handedness of the structure, the SPPs waves launched by two
0
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Figure 19 (A) SEM image of an array consists of multiple parallel column pairs of subwavelength apertures. NSOM images of the structure
under illumination from the back by (B) linearly (C) RHC and (D) LHC polarized light. The state of incident polarization is indicated by white
arrows. Adapted from Ref. [47].
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Figure 20 (A) SEM image of a circular coupler. NSOM images of the coupler under (B) RHC, (C) LHC and (D) linearly polarized light. The state
of incident polarization is indicated by white arrows. Adapted from Ref. [47].

circular polarization states propagate radially towards
to or outwards from the center of the center, respectively
(Figure 20).

5.3 Detection of OAM states of light
In a wide range of applications that involve OAM, it is often
crucial to discern different OAM states with high fidelity. Usually the topological charge carried by the beam is
detected by the interference pattern between the vortex

A

and a linearly polarized Gaussian beam, which requires
tedious calibration and alignment work. Recently, a novel
method for OAM detection using plasmonic photodiode
was reported [59]. As shown in Figure 21A, the device can
be regarded as metallic hologram with subwavelength
resolution that carry information of the desired wavefront.
Light coming at normal incidence is focused onto the holographic interface and coupled to a particular SPPs mode
eventually propagating at the surface. The holographic
fork-like coupler is designed to obtain topological charge
Lg = 1. Considering the AM conservation law, only the

B

Figure 21 (A) A holographic coupler consists of curved and fork-shaped grooves that converts an incident vortex beam with topological
charge of -1 into a focused surface wave propagating along the axis of the device, which is funneled through an array of subwavelength
holes and then measured by a photodiode underneath the metal film. (B) Detected photocurrent as a function of the incident polarization
for incident beams with different OAMs. The inset shows the orientation of the polarization of the incident electric field (represented by the
arrow) with respect to the grooves. Adapted from Ref. [48].
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Figure 22 Schematic of the experimental setup. The plasmonic
antenna is excited by LG mode from the substrate side and imaged
by a NSOM probe. Inset 1 shows the diagram of a single ring plasmonic antenna. Inset 2 is the SEM image of the ring slot plasmonic
antenna fabricated in gold film. Adapted from Ref. [49].

normally incident light with topological charge Li = -1 can
be focused. The focused light would be funneled through
the metallic film by the array of subwavelength holes fabricated along the axis of the device, towards the surface of
the photodiode underneath the device. For beam with any
other topological charge, it will be defocused away from the
array of holes therefore will not be detected by the diode.
Figure 21B summarizes the experiment results for incident vortex beam with different topological charges. The
maximum photocurrent is observed for an incident vortex
beam with Li = -1. Besides, it can be seen that the maximum
signal is obtained for an incident polarization oriented
normal to the grooves of the holographic interface.
The metallic hologram design presented above
enables the realization of a compact and integrated OAM
detection scheme, but only works for one specific OAM

state. Recently a novel scheme enables multiple OAM
states detecting was reported with circular slot plasmonic
antenna [60]. Figure 22 shows the SEM image of the fabricated sample and experimental configuration. Linearly
polarized Laguerre-Gaussian light carrying different OAM
states normally illuminate the circular slot antenna from
the substrate side. The near-field signals are captured by a
NSOM probe working in collection mode. The transmitted
optical field on the other side of the antenna is comprised
of two parts: SPPs propagating along the metal/air surface
and incident light that directly transmitted through the
slot. The field patterns formed by SPPs wave and the
directly transmitted wave interfere with each other and
create a unique intensity profile that is highly dependent
on the OAM state of the incident field. The OAM-dependent focusing property of the circular slot plasmonic
antenna was confirmed experimentally. Figure 23 shows
the collected near-field intensity distribution 200 nm
above the sample surface excited by photons with different OAM states. Note that the transversal electric field is
mainly collected due to the aperture of the probe used
(∼100 nm). When the illumination is fundamental Gaussian mode (l = 0), the transverse components of the SPPs
wave from the opposite sides of the circular slot interfere
constructively at the center, leading to a solid spot. For
|l| = 1 and 2, donut-shaped spot and elliptical solid spot
can be observed in the center, respectively. In addition,
not only the intensity distribution allows the determination of the absolute value of the OAM, but also the rotation of the interference pattern (semi-arcs) gives the sign
of the OAM. For example, the intensity distribution rotates
anti-clockwise for l = 1. Once the OAM changes to l = -1, the
rotation direction become clockwise with the same angle.
More interestingly, as the observation plane moves away
from the surface of the sample, the fields arising from the

Figure 23 Intensity distribution of the optical field near the plasmonic antenna excited by light with different OAMs at the height of 200 nm
over the antenna surface. (A)–(E) are the NSOM images for l = 0, +1, -1, +2 and -2, respectively. (F)–(J) are the corresponding numerical simulation results. Adapted from Ref. [49].
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SPPs decays exponentially in amplitude but maintains
a constant phase pattern, while the directly transmitted
field will accumulate phase shift due to the propagation.
Such a difference in the phase behavior of the two contributing components causes a rotation of the interference
pattern that also depends on the OAM state of the incident
light. Figure 24 shows the simulated intensity distribution
with different observation distance h for l = +1. When the
distance between the sample plane and the observation
plane increases, the rotation angle increases as shown in
Figure 24H. By determining the intensity shape and rotation direction, this technology enable to determine both
the absolute value and the sign of the incident OAM state
with only one measurement of the intensity distribution
at a plane above the sample surface but also within the
near-field region.

6 Applications and perspectives
Benefiting from the flexibility in shaping the wavefront of
light by introducing an abrupt interfacial phase discontinuity, metasurfaces have been used to achieve control
over the propagation of light at an unprecedented level, a
capability would open up myriad opportunities for applications. For example, one can envision the realization of
metalens featured by broadband, aberration-free, and
high NA, dramatically reducing the size, weight, and the
complexity of current objectives that adopt multiple lenses
to correct the aberration. Besides that, shaping the phase
distribution of a light is very important for reconstructing

A

B

h=0 µm

E

3D images, a technique that has been known as holography for several decades. Holographic techniques for
controlling the amplitude and phase of light have been
used to achieve beam shaping [61], data storage [62], SPP
holographic displays [63], and optical trapping [64]. The
usual way to generate the hologram is to calculate the
phase information of the wave at the hologram interface
and encoding the phase information into surface relief
structures or spatial light modulators, which is referred
to as computer-generated holography (CGH). Recently, 3D
CGH image reconstruction in the visible range has been
demonstrated by using ultrathin metasurface consisting
of an array of subwavelength plasmonic antennas with
defined orientations or varying sizes [65–67]. Using this
technique, it is possible to efficiently control not only
the phase but also the amplitude of the incident wave.
In addition, metasurface-based hologram can potentially
be expanded to realize active hologram working at nearly
any frequency.
Since its introduction in 1992, optical field that carry
OAM has kindled a huge activity in different lines of
research, ranging from micro and nanoparticle trapping,
optical lithography, astronomy, and optofluidics to optical
telecommunication [68–72]. Additional to the aforementioned classical applications, optical OAM opens up a
promising perspective in quantum information science.
For example, OAM can be utilized for qudit systems that
allow entanglement of OAM photons [73], quantum cointossing [74], and improved security for quantum key
distribution [75], etc. As for the CV beams, the spatial separation between the longitudinal and transversal components of the focal field for highly focused CV beams leads
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Figure 24 Intensity distribution of the optical field near the plasmonic antenna for l = +1 with different tip-sample distance h of (A) 0 μm, (B)
0.1 μm, (C) 0.2 μm, (D) 0.3 μm, (E) 0.4 μm, (F) 0.5 μm and (G) 0.6 μm. (H) The rotation angle versus the tip-sample distance h. Adapted from
Ref. [49].
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to a variety of applications in optical focus engineering.
Through phase modulation at the pupil plane with diffractive optical elements with multiple concentric zones,
optical focal fields with different desirable characteristics
have been demonstrated with the use of CV beams, such
as flattop [76], optical bubbles [77], optical chain [78] and
optical needle [79]. The possibility of producing a unique
focal field distribution with CV beams naturally finds
many applications that require the use of tightly focused
light beams, such as dielectric and metallic nanoparticle
trapping [3, 80], laser micromachining [2], laser direct
writing [81], optical imaging [82] and so on. Nevertheless,
with the rapid development of nano-metallic surfaces, it is
safe to conclude that simple and efficient generation and
detection method for optical complex fields become more
and more accessible, leading to further in-depth research
and rapidly expanded applications in this field.
Compared with the conventional photonic devices to
impose specific forms of spatially varying modulation on
a beam of light, such as the bulk dielectric optical element
and SLM, nano-metallic surfaces provide great flexibility
and functionality as the optical wavefront can be tailored
at will by forming a spatially varying optical response (in
amplitude, phase as well as the polarization) with thin
film made of lossy materials. Compared with volume metamaterials, the metasurfaces offer the advantage of being
lighter, easier to fabricate and less lossy due to the reduced
dimensionality. The disadvantage of using nano-metallic
surfaces is that they typically suffer from low efficiency
due to the weak coupling between the incident and crosspolarized optical fields. Possible solutions to increase efficiency include the use of materials with more complexity
[83, 84], employing device working away from the resonance [85], and combining the metallic antennas with a
reflective ground plane [46, 86]. However, ohmic losses
in metal still pose a limit to the achievable efficiency at
optical wavelengths. High-refractive-index resonant dielectric metasurface offers an alternative solution to the
issue of material (non-radiative) loss. Such metasurfaces
exhibit magnetic and electric dipole, and higher order
Mie resonances while suffering from much less absorption loss than their metallic counterparts. Furthermore,
dielectric metasurfaces offer other potential benefits such
as high transmission and wide bandwidth. However, the
materials available for constructing dielectric metasurface at optical wavelength are limited by the requirement
of high refractive index. In addition, in contrary to nanometallic surfaces, realization of amplitude modulation by
dielectric metasurfaces remains challenging, which subsequently hampers their capabilities in tailoring optical
fields at will.

Finally, the discussion of optical complex field in this
review has been limited to the spatial domain. However,
it is worthy of noting that the engineering of optical field
in the temporal domain would add one more degree of
freedom that can be used to match dispersion properties of the engineered materials. We envision that a spatiotemporally comprehensively tailored optical complex
field and its interaction with correspondingly engineered
nano-metallic surfaces and metamaterials will provide
much more rich physical phenomena that deserves further
studies.

7 Conclusions
This paper reviews the rapid growth in the field of interactions between optical complex field and nano-metallic
surfaces. The combination of optical complex field and
nano-metallic surfaces results in plenty of benefits, rendering the nano-metallic surfaces a promising platform
to explore complex optical effects and new applications.
Recent progress in plasmonic antennas and metasurfaces address the major issues hampering the full-scale
development of nanophotonics and metamaterials, such
as high loss, cost-ineffective fabrication and challenging
integration. Nano-metallic surfaces have several attractive
features that may provide viable solutions to these challenges. For example, the strong local field enhancement
leads to stronger light-matter interaction, through which
many weak processes can be enhanced and effectively utilized. The combination of the tight field confinement and
ultrafast optical process offered by nonlinear optical materials may enable the construction of miniaturized devices
for the development of high speed and high density photonic circuits. The last not the least, the characteristics
of the nano-metallic surfaces are highly tunable through
altering the incident optical complex field and adjusting
the responses of individual optical antenna element and
their coupling. The alliance of optical complex field and
nano-metallic surfaces will undoubtfully lead to the development of new types of nano-metallic devices with novel
functionalities and significantly improved performance.
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